Photonic crystal optical devices are of new candidates for high density integrated optical devices because of the size comparable to wavelength of the light. The propagation property of photonic crystal optical waveguides is different from that of conventional weakly-guiding dielectric optical waveguides. Direct joint with optical waveguides of two kinds different transmits optical powers with low efficiency. In order to make well coupling each other, we propose to load a tapered-end dielectric tip in the joint section. Numerical simulations confirm that loading tapered-end dielectric tip several wavelengths long performs high coupling efficiency more than 90% between photonic crystal optical waveguides and dielectric optical waveguides having almost same core width as the gap of photonic crystal optical waveguides.
show numerically performance of the tip in the gap of a photonic crystal optical waveguide. Tapered-end dielectric tip makes optical power concentrate near the nib. The tip excites the photonic crystal optical waveguide, and the tip on the receiving side gathers optical signal and guides to the dielectric optical waveguide. We need loading tips as long as several wavelengths for better coupling efficiency more than 90%. In near future, we will check optimum parameters of tapered-end tips. 
